ZALDIVAR LRI SET
ZALDIVAR LRI MARKER: AE-2862

**Features:**
- "A" extensions (in line with the handle) used to mark pre-operative reference lines
- "B" extensions (perpendicular to the handle) used to mark symmetrical arcs along the steepest axis for the diamond knife to trace

ZALDIVAR DEGREE GAUGE: AE-2764N

**Features:**
- Degree markings every 10-degrees
- Atraumatic fixation teeth used to stabilize the eye during marking
- Inner diameter: 13mm
- Outer diameter: 17mm

ZALDIVAR LRI DIAMOND KNIFE: AE-8147S

**Features:**
- Trifacet blade for controlled entry
- Side-cutting edges for easy wound extension
- Single footplate for better visibility
- Preset depth setting of 600μ accommodates most corneas
**ZALDIVAR ICL ESSENTIALS**

I have been involved with the ICL since the evolution stage in 1993 and have implanted over 7,000 ICLs to date, including 2,200 of the VA model since 1999. Since its introduction, the ICL has undergone many design and technique changes; based on my experience with these implantations I have designed the following instruments for surgeons to be able to easily implant an ICL with a short learning curve. The instruments that I have designed include:

**ZALDIVAR ZAP II DIAMOND KNIFE: AE-8149**

- Designed for anterior segment procedures including micro phaco, cataract scleraland clear corneal incisions, trabeculotomy, and implantation of ICLs
- 10-facet, 1.0mm blade with side cutting edges for extension of the wound

**ZALDIVAR ICL MANIPULATOR: AE-2420**

- Manipulates inferior and superior haptic of lens to place under the iris
- Features shorter side to introduce proximal part of lens and longer side for the distal
- Posterior surface of instrument is micro sandblasted

**ZALDIVAR/KRAFF ICL PACMAN FORCEPS: AE-4446N**

- Features specially designed jaws with atraumatic ridges to grasp the ICL without damage
- Rounded edges and a hole on the upper jaw allow for easy identification of the lens
- Distal end of the jaws contours to the curvature of the optic edge to avoid contact with the optic

**ZALDIVAR IRIDECTOMY FORCEPS: AE-4965**

- 29G forceps can be used through the paracentesis incision
- Tips have serrated jaws to effectively grasp the iris
- Angled 90° tip is perpendicular to the iris plane for easy pick up of the iris
- Specially designed jaws to enclave the iris to the IOL
- Round handle for easy maneuverability